Analysis of directional character of Hessian operator leads to two new schemes for computing inverse Hessian in angle domain. The methods modify the original explicit Hessian formula into angle domain. The implementations avoid the huge inversion problems. Due to the need of stability, damping factors are used in the wavenumber domain. Tests on the SEG/EAGE salt model show good compensation results.
Introduction
One of the most important seismic attributes is the angledependent reflectivity associated with contrasts. However, classical migration methods based on one-way wave equation (Claerbout, 1971) could not preserve the amplitude though it has a high computational efficiency, because the pseudo-differential operators used in the oneway approximation produce accurate travel-times but not amplitudes, even at the level of WKBJ or ray-theoretic amplitudes (Zhang et al., 2003) . One method to improve is to modify the one-way operator or two-way operator in time domain or frequency domain (Wapenaar and Grimbergen, 1996; Wu and Cao, 2005; Deng, 2007; Kiyashchenko et al., 2005) .
Migration problem can also be formulated as an inversion process based on the minimization of a least-square (LS) function. To solve the LS problem, one may compute and invert the Hessian, the matrix of second order derivatives of error function with respect to the model parameters. The Hessian, closely related to the point spreading function (Wu and Cao, 2005) and migration deconvolution operator (Yu, et al, 2006) , plays a key role in both migration and tomography under the Born approximation. Because Hessian includes information of both forward propagation and inverse propagation, amplitude variations from geometric spreading, transmission losses and acquisition aperture are covered naturally.
Due to the huge size of the exact Hessian, diagonal inverse Hessian is widely used to improve the imaging quality. But off-diagonal Hessian elements are proved to be useful (Plessix and Mulder, 2004; Tang, 2008) . The Hessians in space domain for point scatterers are shown as an ellipse and has its directivity, which could be used to the amplitude-preserved imaging in angle domain.
Beamlet migration operator is a fast, local angular domain one-way operator, among which the local cosine basis (LCB) operator (Wu, et al, 2008 ) is an orthonormal one. Based on its favorable directional characterization, we use LCB migration combining with the local exponential frame (LEF) analysis (Mao and Wu, 2007) to get the directional Green's function and decompose the Hessian into the local angle domain, Then we use the Angular Hessian to compensate the angular imaging amplitude.
Two schemes of angle Hessian are studied. One is to produce the Hessian and decompose into the local angle domain both for the Hessian and the migrated image. Compensation processes are regularized with a damping factor. Another one is to decompose the Hessian into angle domain for each frequency and perform the imaging process in the local angle domain. Applying the angular Hessian compensation methods to the SEG/EAGE salt model results in better subsalt images with higher resolution.
Least Square Hessian
In the Born model, the scatterings of each volume elements are independent from each other. Scattering field can be written as,
Where, ) , , ( is the velocity perturbation function, which can be defined as an object function in diffraction tomography. To invert , another error function is formulated as,
Where is the forward modeling operator defined in equation (1) 
Expanding (2) directly near the will lead to the common Gauss-Newton inversion. Under linear assumption of born model, the gradient of object function will be (Plessix and Mulder, 2004) ,
is the source function with frequency dependent. And the second derivative of (3) is, 
The diagonal of Hessian Matrix is a measure of the total illumination by the shot-receiver system, and it can be written as,
(6) Figure 1 shows the diagonal Hessian and compensation result for the SEG/EAGE salt model. But the off-diagonal Hessian elements are proved to be useful. Hessian response for one point is a volume distribution centered at the scattering point, and is one line in the exact Hessian matrix. Some points' absolute value of Hessian response are shown in figure 2, where we can find that the Hessian spread as an ellipse and have a directional character. This direction character is corresponding to main energy illumination direction, and can be used to the angle compensation. Complex post-migration imaging result record both the subsalt imaging amplitude and the phase caused by the velocity. Post-stack driven prestack deconvolution method is used in multiple attenuations. Here we use the postmigration angular Hessian to do compensation.
Post-migration Hessian in angle domain
For a space-localized area, we transfer Hessian and imaging result into wavenumber domain, ε is a damping factor corresponding to one imaging point. This deconvolution process in the local spectral domain is similar to the procedure of diffraction tomography (Wu, 2007) . This scheme is for the inversehessian for the multi-frequency stacked value and is a stable method. 
Pre-migration Hessian in angle domain
Local imaging matrix (LIM), which is defined as the matrix of scattering amplitude for incident-receiving angle pairs (Wu and Chen, 2006) , can give a dip-angle dependent imaging result. We derived the similar process to get the dip angle dependent Hessian, where the 'dip' is the migration dip.
Numerical examples
SEG/EAGE salt model is chosen to test the amplitude compensation result; because the subsalt areas are very weakly illuminated and common one-way operator can not give a good imaging result like figure 1 shows.
Firstly, we calculate the Green's function using one-way LCB operator for each shot and receiver in each selected frequency. Calculation aperture should match the shotreceiver system. To test our methods, all the points' Green's functions of a dense frequency sampling are calculated. Based on equation (4), we calculate the Hessian, frequencydependent firstly. A space window is used to save the huge matrix
. Here the reciprocity theorem is used for the propagation from the reflector to the receiver
To test the post migration compensation result, one point's local Hessian and imaging result in space and wave-number domain are shown in figure 3 and the compensation result is shown in figure 4 . Here a damping factor varying with depth (from 2 percent at the first layer to 0.5 percent at the deepest layer) is used. The imaging result is more continuous for the faults with more balanced amplitudes than before. Further studies are needed for its stability and the reduction of artifacts.
